Manuia!
As soon as we board one of the Air Tahiti Nui airplanes, our
priority is that our hosts feel the “Mana” of the Tahitian islands
by being immersed in our identity, our culture and our passions;
That our compatriots always feel “Fenua”. “A journey is part of
our dreams.” We have made this a maxim and our personnel
are trained to make this flight a moment of pleasure, sharing
and giving conviviality as strong as the passion and energy that
guided you to plan this trip. It is in this same spirit that we have
entrusted Mr. Olivier Poussier, best sommelier of the world, to
assist us in the development of this cellar in which I personally
invested myself alongside our internal specialists. Wine is one
of the legacies of the “French touch” that the Polynesians have
harmoniously integrated into their art of living. We hope that
you will have as much pleasure in tasting and discovering these
wines that we have selected for you. Mauru’uru, Manuia and
have a good trip!

With this first wine selection achieved with Air Tahiti Nui team,
under Mr. Monvoisin passionate impulse, we invite you to
discover the wineyard generosity and complexity. Historical
appellations established and recognized for their know-how
and the quality of their wines in the more recent vineyards and
of notoriety born to the height of their success and the talent
of their men, this selection illustrates the common will of these
wine growers and these areas produce wines with aromatic
characteristics with bold and distinctive taste and aroma
characteristic. Our choices show new equations between grape
varieties and terroirs; They present wines favorites that stand
out with a strong terroir identity and draw the modern contours
of the vineyard today. Wine is a permanent discovery, a work
in motion that I like to explore and above all to share. I hope
that you’ll enjoy the selection presented here, surprise you and
especially enrich the pleasure of your trip.

Michel Monvoisin

Olivier Poussier

Air Tahiti Nui - Chairman & Chief Executive Officer

2000 World best sommelier
Chef Sommelier from Lenôtre

Poerava Business Class Wines
Charles Heidsieck
Rosé Reserve

Mâcon-Villages
Grand Elevage
Domaine Verget 2016

Bonnezeaux
Château de Fesles
2013

Haut-Médoc
Château d’Ahassac
2010

Premium Economy Class Wines (787-9 Only)
JP Chenet Black
Edition 20CL
(Sparkling Wine)

Mâcon Blanc
Villages Chartron &
Trebuchet 18,7 CL 2016
(W/W)

Bordeaux Rouge Bio
Château Des 2 Rives
18,7 CL 2016 (R/W)

Economy Class Wines
Brut d’Argent 20 CL
(Sparkling Wine)

Merlot, Chevalier
Colombard Chardonnay,
Alexis Lichine 18,7CL Chevalier Alexis Lichine
(R/W)
18,7 CL (W/W)

Givry
Joseph Drouhin
2016

